Tokyo unveils stadium
The New National Stadium for the Tokyo 2020
Olympics opens to mixed reviews
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Japanese cars rev up for the auto show
Take a look at some of Japanese automakers best at the Toronto auto show
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Garden of friendship

The case of George
Tamaki and the
Bird Commission
Landscapes of Injustice
explores claim No. 3:
Reasoning Wrong
Kaitlin Findlay
Contributor

ronto, Takako Ito.
Designed by award-winning
landscape architect Virginia Burt
Designs, the garden has become
a treasure in the city, where residents can take photos or reflect
in a tranquil space.
“Because [the garden] is located

Continuing in our series of short
essays relating to the four claims
of Landscapes of Injustice. This
essay explores claim No. 3: Reasoning wrong. In the 1940s, officials found ways to justify their
actions surrounding the dispossession of Japanese Canadians.
While racism was always a part
of their discussions, officials appealed to other ideas, like the rule
of law, the rights of citizenship,
and principles of fairness. They
had complex ways of reasoning
wrong.
Landscapes of Injustice Research Coordinator Kaitlin Findlay portrays the different players
invested in Bird Commission, the
royal commission that investigated Japanese Canadians’ claims
for losses. This article is drawn
from her master's thesis.
In the late 1940s, Japanese Canadians’ activism was appropriated for state purposes. When
Japanese Canadians called for
fair compensation for their losses, the federal government saw
an opportunity to prove their accountability.

See ITABASHI P. 9

See LANDSCAPES P. 11
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Itabashi Garden in Burlington is located behind the Tansley Woods Community Centre at 1996 Itabashi Way. The garden opened on Canada Day.

Itabashi Garden in Burlington is awarded
major Ontario Parks and Recreation award
Kelly Fleck
Editor

T

ORONTO — A garden
symbolizing the 30 year
friendship between the

City of Burlington and the City
of Itabashi in Japan was awarded
the 2020 Parks and Recreation
Ontario Award of Excellence for
Park Design.
Itabashi Garden, located be-

hind the Tansley Woods Community Centre, is a blend of
Japanese design elements with
Canadian features. The garden
was opened on Canada Day by
Burlington Mayor Marianne
Meed Ward and Itabashi Mayor
Takeshi Sakamoto, with an official delegation from Itabashi and
Consul-General of Japan in To-

Finding meaningful connections
halfway around the world
A trip to Mio in Japan
helped reconnect my
cultural identity
Kelly Fleck
Editor
MIO, Japan — There is a small
seaside town in Japan called Mio,

where roots connecting to the
Japanese Canadian community
run deep in the town's history
and identity.
Mio is also my ancestral home,
and thanks to a trip organized by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Japan, I was able to see the place
my family left over 100 years ago.
In December, I was invited to
visit Japan with a delegation of

third and fourth generation Japanese Canadians to learn about
Japanese culture and bring those
lessons back to Canada.
It was an incredible, whirlwind
week-long adventure. We explored Tokyo, Kyoto, Yokohama
and Osaka, visiting temples and
shrines, eating delectable foods,
See MIO P. 10
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The Canada Museum, in Mio, Wakayama prefecture, is dedicated to telling
the history of Japanese emigrants in Canada.
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The opening of Itabashi Garden on Canada Day, with Burlington Mayor Marianne Meed-Ward, Itabashi Mayor
Takeshi Sakamoto, Consul-General of Japan in Toronto, Takako Ito and an official delegation from Itabashi.

From ITABASHI P. 1

warding, official delegations,
where citizens are visit each others' cities. These delegations have
lasting impacts and create lifelong friendships for each cities'
citizens, says Lyng.
When Lyng was in Itabashi,
a Japanese woman told him her
son visited Burlington as a high
school student 20 years earlier.
He had such a positive experience, he decided to improve his
English and went on to study in
the U.S. and now has a job that
takes him around the world.
The idea to create Itabashi

garden.
There are 23 different types of
at the community centre, as long
Japanese maples, which all grow
as the weather isn't dreadful, you
in Canada, and azaleas planted
can go there pretty much every
throughout the garden, Itabashi's
day and there will be people outofficial flower.
side in the garden. It's really beLocated at Tansley Woods, the
come quite popular attraction,”
garden is behind a community
Rob Lyng, chair of the Itabashi
centre and near a library, seniors
Subcommittee tells Nikkei Voice
residence and in a place easily acin an interview.
cessible to the public, which lead
Part of the Burlington Mundito a lot of excitement as the garalization Committee, the orgaden was installed.
nization upholds the twinning
During construction, the projagreement signed between the
ect team commented that many
City of Burlington and the City
citizens would come up to the
of Itabashi in
fence and ask
1989.
"The idea really goes back to a better understand- what was goMu nd ia ling on says
ization
in- ing of one another's cultures, which leads to better Lyng.
volves cities
Since openfriendships," says Lyng.
around the
ing on Canworld
conada Day, the
necting through twinning agree- Garden was inspired by another garden has become a well loved
ments, to foster peaceful cooper- official delegation visit five years space in the city, that represents
ation and mutual understanding ago. Burlington delegates visited a 30 year friendship between the
towards people of different na- Itabashi's Tokumizuitei Garden. two cities across the world.
tions and cultures. Burlington A couple of the delegates thought
“It has a lot of symbolism for
also has a twinning agreement Burlington could benefit from me and the relationships that I
with the City of Apeldoorn in the the a similar Japanese garden and have established, because I have
Netherlands.
pitched the idea to city council.
many Japanese friends as a result
“The idea really goes back to a
Five years later, the garden was of my activities with the twin city
better understanding of one an- opened to celebrate the 30th an- agreement,” says Lyng.
other's cultures, which leads to niversary of the two cities' twin“So when I see the garden, I rebetter friendships and relation- ning agreement.
flect on the friendships I have and
ships with other people,” explains
The garden is Japanese in style the experiences I had.”
Lyng.
and design, blended with CanaThe award will be presented to
Burlington and Itabashi cele- dian elements, to symbolize both Itabashi Garden in a special cerbrate their twinning agreement cities. Larges granite rocks from emony on March 25 in Collingon every fifth anniversary with the nearby Niagara escarpment wood, Ont.
gifts exchanges and most re- are arranged in a Japanese rock
***
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The opening of Itabashi Garden on Canada Day, July 1, 2019.
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